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CHARTER AND MISSION: Australian Institute of Technical Chefs (AITC) 

 

  
• AITC is an association that differs from existing chefs associations, by providing a vital missing 

service aimed to ensure the survival of a professional career as a commercial chef.  
 

• AITC aims to be both a professional association and an association for a “profession”. 
 

• Unlike existing chefs associations who provide the very necessary networking needs of the 
commercial cookery industry and chefs. AITC is purely focused as a REGISTRATION BOARD for 
professionals.  
 

• AITC other engagement is in training, education and vocational development. 
 

• Fundamentally, AITC protects legitimate professionals against the many  false claims of being  a 
“chef” with a simple effective system that identifies, verifies, and  licenses cooks(*1.) to use a 
logo to demonstrate they are an industry credentialed chef who has proven quality standards 
required to be identified as a “professional”. 
 

• The logo carries a clear simple unmistakable message and for additional protection, the member 
is verified online in a searchable database.  
 

• Conditions of induction into AITC equate to the requirements of a profession, and likened to a   
“charted’ level of chef.   
 

• Membership is a two year period and preregistration is subject to continuous development. 
  

 
AITC - THE START OF A LICENSING SYSTEM FOR PROFESSIONALS. 
 

• In the current political climate, including the lack of entry and education conditions, the absence 
of a disciplinary organization that requires adherence to ethical standards and professional 
obligations; a chef will not be *licensed by government (*Otherwise called a “protected title”,. 
E.g. P Para- medic- Nurse - Police Officer- Chartered  Accountant etc. Obtaining a protected 
name  has proved to  take years in other disciplines, but must be started. 
 

• Only when quality standards are firmly in place, numbers are substantial and political lobbing 
achieved, will any government agency look at the process of protecting a name for an 
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occupation. (It will not be chef, certified chef, Master Chef,) and why AITC is promoted as  
“TechnicalChef” and AITC started to protect the name. This process will take years to achieve. 
 

OF NOTE: 
 
• 1. A culinary qualifications at any level does not fully credential a “professional” chef; 

qualifications verifies only one of five elements that is required to belong to a profession, that 
being competencies. To be a professional, the person must accept additional conditions such as 
codes, currency, fitness, and ethical obligations. 

 
• License - The permission is granted by competent authority (AITC) to exercise the privilege to call 

oneself a Professional Chef and is authorized with a logo. If commercial cookery waits for a 
Government license, don’t hold your breath, as has been done for the past 60 years, so a 
constituted industrial body (AITC) has commenced the first very small step with its own licensing 
process, using the same pathways that other disciplines have  used to achieved  their license, this 
is otherwise called as a  “protected name”. 

WHY AITC EVOLVED: 

• Particularly over the past decade, the title chef has lost its substance and original meaning as:” a 
commercial cook who is experienced in all parties of a commercial kitchen. A person who also 
has the capability and knowledge to be a people and resource manager”. AITC grew to respond 
to this challenge. 

OF NOTE: 
 

• In our opinion two levels of chefs have emerged in modern Australian society 
 

Level One Chef: 
 
• The term Chef is now used to (particularly the media) to describe people who are Semi- Skilled - 

Unqualified – Unproven - Amateurs or in Training.  
 

• The industry is awash with invalid underdeveloped people called chefs: Trainees Chefs – Pizza 
chefs- Deli-Chefs – Private Chefs – Personal Chefs - House Chefs - Reality show participants - 
Entrepreneurial Chef and others who may even use grand titles like executive chef, chef de 
cuisine, sous chef, believing the job description brings creditability. 
 

• Because the occupation chef is unregulated, the real identity of the occupation “Chef” has been 
lost. It is now means anyone who just prepares food in anyway. 
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Level Two Chef: 
 
• Is the genuine  professional -: Commercially Nurtured -Skilled - Experienced - Fit – Trained – 

follows codes, continues to develops their career and understands their ethical obligations. 
 

• Level two also is a “mindset”. Only when a chef (who may be qualified in every other way) 
realises the need to register to protect their industry are they ready to be inducted into the 
Technical Chef level.  
 

• The people who are frightened and reject this initiative mainly demonstrate they are not ready. 
 

CURRENT PROFILE OF AITC: 
 

• The authority (or charter) is the same as all five associations at this meeting.  
• Currently 80 chefs (Miniscule but growing) have agreed to the conditions of AITC association.  
• Just as all chefs associations, the credential is issued under its constitutional right. 
• AITC has inducted chefs in all states across Australia, including; a few expats in Asia and others 

who are also members of every association here. Every state has field officers spreading the 
word. 

• We are not in competition with any existing chefs association; AITC publically recommends 
membership of other associations according to their individual needs.  

• Credit points are given for other association membership in assessments. 
• AITC has already been involved in facilitated teacher exchange, has members on advisory 

boards, Is a stakeholder with SkillsIQ, Member of The Victorian Skills Commission and 
broadcasts meetings to all members ( At the start we used face book which did not suffice, but 
now sorted with a new platform). Every aspect of AITC is completely transparent. 

• AITC has its own culinary testing system in place which has already successfully identified and 
rejected applications.  

• If confidence in training diminishes, It is possible that entry may eventually be by examination 
only. 

 
WHAT AITC SUGGESTS OTHER ASSOCIATIONS CONSIDER: 

• Associations should swap logos on websites to show mutual respect and support. 
 

• All associations should apply for stakeholder status with SkillsIQ.( responding to consultation 
papers  from associations who are recognized stakeholders will be stronger than the current  
two registered associations. This will also permit individual associations attitudes to be added. 
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• All Associations should support ACF on the IRC board.  
• AITC was an unsuccessful applicant for a position on the Industry Reference Committee, however 

happy that  ACF was successful.  
• A press release under the banner of all associations expressing concerns on the deteriorate 

situation and identifying concerns of associations that have members as professional chefs.  

Addendum 

There are many reasons why AITC needs to be separate from an existing chefs association. The most 
central are: 

Unfortunately due to the demographics, nature and culture of the commercial cookery industry: 

• Not all chefs see value in belonging to an organisation that offers services they do not see they 
need.  

• Not all chefs (many in substantial positions) for whatever reason, do not like the philosophy of 
some associations (In other words every organisation has its critics).  

• Existing organisations have different missions, services and specific target markets. 
• Not all chefs from existing associations would be eligible for registration with AITC. 
• AITC is completely neutral. AITC is of the opinion; it is the only option to engage the greatest 

number of chefs into one common bond, while complimenting the missions of all existing 
associations. Evidence of this; AITC has members from every association and some only 
registered with AITC.  

• Growth for the concept is good and substantial verbal support has been received from senior 
chefs.  

• AITC constitution requires clear objective assessment that must be fully achieved, If any 
applicant is refused registration, AITC becomes the target to be blamed. 

AITC conducted an Australia wide survey of members to identify perceptions of the health of the 
industry. Over 100 weakness and threats were cited.  Many comments are unsubstantiated by 
evidence and require research to establish validity. However are tabled to demonstrate potential 
issues and trends. 
 
From AITC research, the most common threats identified by members appear to be: 
AITC conclusions calls for: 

• Certificate 111 academic and content standards are made more challenging, and 
consistent in assessment. In addition: an increase in time required in industry practice. 

• Stronger auditing and stricter rules for operators taking apprentices. 
• A code of conduct established by employer organisations for businesses employing 

apprentices and trainees. 
• Limiting the number of part time teachers to a ratio of fulltime teachers. 
• The title “Chef “as a trade technician be redefined to clarify its official modern industrial 

meaning. 


